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ABSTRACT  
In the present paper we experimentally demonstrate a generation in a short Raman fiber laser having 10 000 different 
longitudinal modes only. We design the laser using 12 meters of commercially available fiber. Contrary to the recently 
demonstrated single longitudinal mode DFB Raman laser and short DBR Raman laser, in the laser under study the 
number of modes is high enough for efficient nonlinear interactions. Experimentally measured time dynamics reveals the 
presence of mode correlations in the radiation: the measured extreme events lasts for more than 10 round-trips. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Raman fiber lasers are usually based on long cavities having typical lengths from hundreds of meters to several 
kilometers. Ultra-long Raman fiber lasers (RFLs) have been demonstrated with a record cavity length up to 270 km1 
being promising for telecom applications as quasi-lossless transmission media2-3. But most efficient and powerful RFLs 
proved to be based on shorter fiber spans. Hundred-watts level generation demonstrated recently in one hundred4 and 
thirty meters5 RFLs. In the case special fibers with a high Raman gain are used, it’s possible to decrease threshold 
powers and obtain a generation in shorter span of 10 m6. In the paper7 high-efficiency polarized generation with up to 23 
W and 0.4 nm width at 1178 nm was achieved in Raman “master oscillator power amplifier” scheme, with the Raman 
master oscillator cavity of only 10 m. 
Length shortening may also result in decrease of generation linewidth. Long (hundreds of meters) RFLs are 
characterized by a broad generation spectrum (a typical spectrum width is about 1 nm) influenced by strong nonlinear 
spectral broadening via four-wave mixing of different longitudinal modes8,9. The resulting number of generated modes 
could be very high – up to hundreds of millions, being proportional to the spectral width and inversely proportional to 
the cavity length. To achieve a narrow-band generation in Raman fiber lasers, DBR (distributed Bragg reflector) and 
DFB (distributed feedback) configurations are used recently, and only few longitudinal modes operation10 and even 
single mode operation11 have been demonstrated. 
Mode interactions leading to specific time dynamics of the quasi-CW fiber lasers are of great interest In particular, the 
pulsed operation can be achieved via controlling the phase relations between different modes as it has been recently 
shown in RFLs using semiconductor saturable absorber mirror12 or carbon nanotubes13. Time dynamics in free-running 
Raman lasers, when no special measures are taken to lock phased of the modes, may differs considerably from both 
single-mode lasers operating in CW regime and mode-locked lasers, and depends on the amount of stochasticity in phase 
relations between different modes. In this case, even more interesting physics of weakly correlated modes is anticipated, 
like long-living coherent structures in output radiation14. 
However, to study mode dynamics and inter-mode interactions, the relatively high number of generation modes is 
required. At the same time, the number of modes should not be as high as in conventional RFLs. Indeed, conventional 
long RFLs of broad spectrum generates much more longitudinal modes that could be numerically modeled. 
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The unrealistically low number of modes used in numerical simulations15-16 is the main limitation of used numerical 
approaches as fine laser radiation properties (like deviations of intensity statistics from Gaussian, the probability of 
extreme events, mode correlations) could be calculated inaccurately. 
In the present paper, we demonstrate a short RFL based on 12 meters of commercially available fiber. The laser 
generates a narrow spectrum of spectral width less than 200 pm at 10 W of intra-cavity generation power 17. The total 
number of generated longitudinal modes is ~104 so the laser properties could be directly modeled using the real number 
of modes. The measured laser intensity dynamics reveals indications of mode correlations. 
2. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental setup is shown on Figure 1. The laser cavity is formed by 12 m of 980-HP fibre with two high-
reflective FBGs. The gain in the system is provided by stimulated Raman scattering. Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) were 
used as cavity mirrors. Reflectivity of each FBG is around 98%. The spectral width of FBGs is around 0.3nm at the half 
maximum. To achieve the minimal cavity length under the available pumping, we have minimized intracavity losses in 
the cavity. To do this, we have written FBGs directly in the cavity fibre 980-HP to avoid intracavity losses at the splices. 
We found that maxima of the FBGs’ reflection profiles are slightly unmatched, that increase the cavity losses. So we 
have used the temperature controller to alter the position of reflection spectrum of one of FBGs and perfectly match it 
with another one. As a pump laser the Ytterbium doped fibre laser operating at 1115 nm was used. The pump laser has 
output power of up to 12 W. The pump wave optical spectrum width is ~ 0.05 nm. Pump laser was directly spliced to the 
Raman fiber laser optical cavity. We carefully checked that the generation of the Stokes wave does not influence the 
output performances of the pump laser. To measure directly the generation properties of the intra-cavity radiation, we 
have used the intracavity 1% coupler which was made in the same fibre which was used in the Raman fibre laser cavity. 
This allowed us to avoid a splice between coupler and cavity. All this measures resulted in the lowest possible laser 
length under the current pumping and cavity design. The designed laser has a generation threshold of 4.2 W. The total 
intra-cavity power of the generated Stokes wave reaches 11 W at 12 W of pump. 
 
 
Figure 1. Experimental scheme of a short Raman fibre laser. 
Despite the short cavity length, the generation spectrum is subject to nonlinear spectral broadening. Indeed, the 
generation spectrum is quite narrow at low pump power, near the threshold, Fig. 2(a). However, spectral broadening and 
pronounced spectral wings out of FBG bandwidth are generated at higher powers, Fig.2(b). The origin of spectral 
broadening in Raman fiber lasers is connected to the intense four-wave mixing processes which could be described in 
terms of wave turbulence 8,9. However, the spectrum width in the demonstrated short-cavity RFL is quite small 
comparing with longer lasers despite high generation power. Indeed, the spectral width is around 100 pm only at low 
pump power, Fig. 2(a). This value is defined by the cross-phase modulation with the pump wave, so the generation 
spectrum acquires the spectral width being proportional to the spectral width of the used pump source 8. The maximum 
observed spectrum width is below 200 pm, which is also remarkably low value for 11 W of generation power. To 
compare, the spectral width in conventional RFL having a long cavity is of order of 1 nm even at the smaller generation 
intracavity power, see, for example, 18. 
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Figure 2. Generation spectrum and the spectrum of a fibre Bragg grating in linear (a) and logarithmic (b) scale. 
The spectrum becomes broader with the generation power increase with almost linear dependence, Figure 3. It is 
known that in inlonger RFLs, the spectrum becomes broader as square-root of the generated power 9,19. However, the 
spectral broadening law could be different in different systems: the spectral broadening law could be linear in short 
lasers. Indeed, Yb-doped fibre laser (YDFL) are subject to linear spectral broadening with the generation power increase 
due to non-linear self-modulation effect9. In the paper9 an analytic model was developed in assumption of negligible 
dispersion-induced wave phase shift during the cavity roundtrip. The model is valid in the case of the generation 
spectrum width being much smaller than that of cavity mirrors. The model conditions are satisfied in demonstrated short 
RFL, so similar linear behaviour is observed. 
 
Figure 3. Full width at half-maximum of the generation spectrum. 
Further, to reveal mode correlations in the generated radiation, we focus in our study on the temporal dynamics and 
statistical properties of the demonstrated short-cavity Raman fiber laser. In general, temporal dynamics and statistical 
properties of quasi-CW fibre lasers are of great interest in recent years. There are experimental indications that intensity 
statistics in quasi-CW fibre lasers could be non-gaussian revealing increased probability of extreme events in RFLs16,20 
as well as non-Gaussian statistics in YDFL21. Moreover, recently it has been demonstrated that dark and grey solitons do 
really exist in the radiation of quasi-CW RFL operating in normal dispersion regime22. 
One of benefits of short Raman fibre lasers is connected to challenges in numerical modelling of fibre lasers. To 
model the generation in a laser cavity, one has to solve the boundary value problem. This implies that the initial 
conditions for the field have to be applied over the numerical window being equal to the entire length of the laser 
resonator, and the field has to be further calculated over this temporal window. Typical RFL`s cavity length of 1 km 
corresponds to the ~10 μs of the temporal window length. At the same time, the field has to be calculated with high 
enough resolution over the fast time being much smaller than the typical time of intensity fluctuations. The typical time 
of intensity fluctuations is inversely proportional to the spectrum width. Taking typical spectrum width at half maximum 
of 1 nm, typical intensity fluctuations lasts for around 10 ps. Thus, practically, the field has to be calculated with a 
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numerical step below 1 ps. This implies that a numerical grid of size of ~107 points has to be used in simulations that is 
practically impossible. 
To make the numerical investigations feasible, it’s worth working with shorter cavities. For instance in the 
presented short cavity RFL, the estimated round-trip for the 12 m of fiber span lasts for 120 ns, thus to discern all the 
time dynamics features of 10 ps duration, one should imply a grid of ~104 points that is practicable. That means that such 
a laser could be directly modelled using realistic number of longitudinal modes or temporal window. It is of interest to 
compare predictions of different models for laser statistical properties and mode correlations with experimental data to 
highlight the restrictions of used models. The results of this investigation will be published elsewhere. 
 
Figure 4.  (a) Typical time dynamics measured in the short Raman fiber laser. (b) autocorrelation function ܭ(߬). Triangles 
label the roundtrip spaced peaks. 
Further, we focus on the experimental indications of mode correlations. We experimentally measure time 
dynamics, Fig. 4(a). Time resolution of the measurements was around 2 GHz or 0.5 ns that means sufficient of the fast 
events lasting around 1 ns. The intensity dynamics looks very sporadic, Fig. 4(a), so it is hardly to find there any 
indications of mode correlations. However, much clear picture can be obtained if special technique of intensity dynamics 
measurements is implemented. Namely, we measure an averaged time dynamics ܵ(߬) taking into account only those 
events, which have an amplitude higher than some trigger level. To do that we use a trigger of the oscilloscope which is 
set to some value Iset. Only traces comprising events ܫ(ݐ) > ܫ௦௘௧ contributes to the average time dynamics ܵ(߬). The 
trigger level Iset is typically chosen to be 2-3 times higher than average intensity level 〈ܫ(ݐ)〉௧. Mathematically, we 
measure the following function of the intensity dynamics I(t):  
S(߬) = 〈ܫ(ݐ + ߬) ∙ ܪ ቀூ(௧)ூೞ೐೟ − 1ቁ〉௧    (2) 
where H(x) is Heaviside function. Averaging is performed over different realizations in time. As a result, we reveal 
typical time dynamics before and after an event with intensity I>ܫ௦௘௧, Fig. 5a. If correlations do exist, the triggered 
intense event should live a considerable time, oscillating with intermode frequency ߥ௥௧ = ܿ/2ܮ and therefore appear 
every roundtrip period ௥ܶ௧ = ଵఔೝ೟ = 120	݊ݏ. These oscillations are directly revealed on Fig. 4b. Correlations remain for 
approximately 10 roundtrips, Fig. 5a, corresponding events are marked with triangles. After that phase relations are 
changed, and, interestingly, some small anti-correlations do appear, leading to destructive interference of the modes and 
resulting in dips in the trace instead of intense peaks, figure 5(a) (inset). Besides, there are some additional peaks located 
at detunings not equal to integer number of roundtrips, Fig. 5(a). Note, that the similar picture can be found in the 
common intensity autocorrelation function ܭ(߬) = 〈ூ(௧ାఛ)ூ(௧)〉೟〈ூమ(௧)〉೟  , see Fig.4(b).  
The similar dynamics was experimentally observed in a short ytterbium-doped fibre laser with a narrow spectrum 
operating well above the generation threshold (see laser details in the paper21). On the figure 5(b) derived function 
ܭ(߬) = 〈ூ(௧ାఛ)ூ(௧)〉೟〈ூమ(௧)〉೟  is shown. Here the anti-correlations are even more pronounced. In addition, region of correlation 
revives after the region of anti-correlation.  
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Figure 5. Mode correlations in the radiation of a quasi-CW fibre laser. (a) S(࣎) for the short cavity RFL. Inset - the same trace 
zoomed to point out anti-correlations. (b) autocorrelation function for the short cavity YDFL.  
 
3. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a short Raman fibre laser based on 12 m only of commercially available fibre (980-HP). The width of 
the generation spectrum experiences almost linear growth with the generated power due to nonlinear broadening and 
varies from 100 pm to 200 pm, that is sufficiently narrower that the typical spectral width of the longer Raman fiber 
lasers. As the spectrum is narrow and the laser cavity is short, relatively small number (around 10 000) of longitudinal 
modes is generated. We have performed experimental investigation of spectral modes correlations by measuring an 
intensity dynamics averaged over the events with the intensity higher than an intensity of a trigger. It is found that long-
living (tens roundtrips) intense event are generated. The interchange between positive and negative interference between 
the modes is found. The similar behaviour has been observed in time dynamics of 4 m long Yb doped fiber laser. 
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